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                            NAME:   Cyril Patrick 'Pat' Towsey      

         BIRTH DETAILS:   2 May 1918   Auckland   

       DEATH DETAILS:   19 March 1998  Auckland  

                 CHART REF:   Towsey Chart  A1  

MARRIAGE DETAILS:   14 Feb.1947 Auckland 

                          SPOUSE:   Josephine Doris Reid  

 

 

 Pat Towsey was the second 

son of Cyril and Mamie Towsey and 

followed the career path trodden by 

his father and grandfather, as a 

professional musician.  

 The first episode that I know 

of from Pat's life, is a story that he told me himself about his 

relationship with his grandfather, Arthur John Towsey. This 

story has some similarity to one told to me by another of 

Arthur John's grandchildren; Violet Monfries, when I 

asked for her memories of Arthur John Towsey. 

 Violet mentioned that one day, her grandfather 

gave her quite a large amount of money to go to the 

shop. She lost the money and was most distraught, but 

her grandfather was very sweet and loving. All of her 

memories of him are of that gentle, loving old man.  
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 On another occasion, Arthur John was staying with the Towseys, 

who by then had moved up to Auckland. Pat was busy playing some 

game when his mother came in and said; “Would you please go to the 

shop and buy such-and-such?” Pat, who did not want to interrupt his 

game, went to his grandfather and said “Grandpa, would you please go to 

the shop and buy such-and-such?” 

 What Pat remembered was Arthur going to his mother and saying 

in a dramatic, outraged tone; “Do you know what your son said to me!?” 

 My impression is that although Arthur might have been outraged 

by young Pat’s bad manners, it could also be that Pat was too young to 

pick up on the amused irony in his grandfather’s tone. 

 One of Pat's predominant features, that is immediately obvious, is 

his fine ears. This seems to be a prime example of a pronounced gene 

that lies dormant for a couple of generations before popping back up, or 

in the case of Pat's ears, so clearly displayed in the photo from 1925. We 

can see the very same feature in a picture of his mother's mother's father, 

Daniel O'Connor.  

 The following is an entry from the diary of Pat's elder brother, 

Arthur, from 27th November, 1932, where Arthur seems to be coming to 

terms with the fact that his little brother is no longer going to just tootle 

along, following his big brother's directions. 
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"Pat now 14, is rapidly developing his own ideas which I suppose I am not in the position to judge; his ability and 

confidence at the piano make me regret my lost opportunities. Music is more than an entertainment to me and 

unfortunately I can find no phrase to cover my appreciation of this art". 
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Pat Towsey joins the RAF 

 Pat Towsey did his initial training in a camp north of Wellington, in 

New Zealand, before going over to Britain for further training, after which he 

was posted as a Pilot Officer (equivalent to the army rank of 2
nd

 Lieutenant), 

with Bomber Command. 

 We have often seen in films how WW2 pilots would go off on their 

dangerous missions and then wind down afterwards with raucous behaviour 

in the Officer’s Mess. 

 I believe that it was 

by chance, decades later, 

that Pat’s son met a woman 

who had worked in the mess where Pat was at one time stationed. She 

mentioned that after all of the drunken pilots had staggered off to bed, Pat 

would come into the mess and play classical music, alone, on the piano.  
 We see that five months later, Pat has been promoted to Flight 

Lieutenant (equivalent to the army rank of Captain). After November of 

1944, he was promoted to Squadron Leader (equivalent of army Major 

rank). By the end of the war, Pat was acting in the rank of Group Captain 

(equivalent to the army rank of Lieutenant Colonel). An acting rank means 

that you are doing that job but have not yet completed the training 

requirements to attain the Substantive, or permanent, rank. 
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 After many missions over Germany 

and then helping to protect convoys crossing 

the Atlantic, Pat was posted to Egypt. 

 In May 1943, at the time that Flight 

Lieutenant C P Towsey was in Egypt, his 

brother, Arthur was visiting Alexandria, as 

purser on a supply ship. Their cousin, Pat 

Cooper, who was with the New Zealand 

Artillery, was also in Egypt at that time. 
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 Late in the war, Pat Towsey, who by then had been 

promoted to the substantive rank of Squadron Leader and 

the acting rank of Group Captain, had been reposted from 

Europe to the Pacific, where he trained other pilots. He 

apparently found this to be more dangerous than flying 

missions in Europe, so resigned his commission and 

returned to New Zealand, where he resumed his career as a 

pianist. 

 

Pat Towsey Marries Josephine Reid 

 Pat and Josie married in February 1947. 

Considering that this photo was taken before Pat’s 

discharge from the Air Force, which must have been some 

time in 1945, it seems that they had quite a lengthy 

engagement. 

The stripes on Pat’s sleeve, are those of a Wing 

Commander. 
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As I mentioned: in times of war, 

soldiers are often promoted to a 

temporary rank, one above that for 

which they are fully qualified. So, 

whereas Pat’s substantive rank at the 

time of discharge was Squadron Leader 

(the equivalent of an army Major), he 

was operating as an Acting Wing 

Commander (the equivalent of 

Lieutenant Colonel). 

Josie was born in Sydney, on 

4
th
 February, 1921. 

Her father was George 

Chapman Ward Reid, who was born in 

Western Australia in 1888. Her mother, 

Kathleen Lydia May Lyons, was ten 

years younger, born in Dublin in 1898. 

In the photo of George Reid 

from WW1, the position of the pip on his 

shoulder and the insignia, indicate that 

he was a Captain in the Australian 

Army. 

George Reid’s father, George William Reid, was a pharmacist, who had lived in Kalgoorlie and then Perth, in 

Western Australia, before moving at some point to Mount Gambier, in South Australia, and then to Sydney. He and his 

wife, Anne Nichols, had six children, of which Josie’s father was the fifth. 

Josie’s parents lived firstly in the Perth suburb of 

Cottesloe, before moving to Sydney, where Josie was born in 

1921, followed by her brother, Lloyd, in 1924.  The Reid family 

then moved to New Zealand in 1931, where George Reid 

established a rubber company in Auckland. 

 Pat and Josie Towsey had three children, starting in 1948. 

Pat developed diabetes in the 1950s and continued to play and 

teach piano until his death, at 79 years of age, in March 1998. 
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